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BEA Amends Foreign Investment Reporting 
Requirements for Private Funds 

On October 20, 2016, the U.S. Commerce Department’s Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) published a 

final rule to decrease the foreign investment reporting burden for certain private funds and to make 

various changes to the BE-13 survey of new foreign direct investment in the United States.  Under the 

new rule, inbound investments by foreign persons in U.S. private funds will not have to be reported to the 

BEA if the foreign parent does not own 10% or more of the voting interest in any operating companies 

indirectly through the U.S. private fund.  Rather, investments in U.S. private funds through which a foreign 

parent holds less than a 10% voting interest in an operating company would be considered “portfolio 

investments” reportable on the Treasury International Capital (TIC) reports instead.  This rule does not 

affect the BEA reporting requirements for foreign investments in operating companies or investments 

through private funds that control operating companies if the reporting criteria are otherwise met.  BEA’s 

final rule will be effective on November 21, 2016. 

We summarize below the main aspects of the final rule, as well as key takeaways. 

Private Funds Reporting Change 

BEA’s final rule relates to its inbound investment surveys:  the BE-605 Quarterly Survey of Foreign 

Investment in the United States.  The BE-15 Annual Survey of Foreign Direct Investment in the United 

States, and the BE-13 Survey of New Foreign Direct Investment in the United States.  Under current BEA 

rules and practice, investments by foreign entities with a 10% or greater voting interest in a U.S. private 

fund are considered “direct” foreign investments reportable in various BEA surveys.  This is true 

regardless of whether the private funds’ investments are only in holding companies or whether the funds 

do not take any voting interest in their investments.  BEA considers general partners to hold 100% of the 

voting interest in limited partnerships and managing members to hold 100% of the voting interest in 

limited liability companies, while limited partners and non-managing members hold zero voting interest.  

Under current practice, reporting is required in BEA’s “direct” investment surveys even though the 

investment scheme may actually be closer in substance to a “portfolio” investment, which is an 

investment of less than 10% voting interest and which is reportable on TIC forms instead. 

BEA’s new rule seeks to more clearly distinguish between direct and portfolio investments, and to remove 

from BEA reporting jurisdiction those investments in private funds that exhibit substantive characteristics 

of portfolio investments.  Accordingly, BEA reporting is no longer required for foreign investment in a U.S. 

private fund unless the foreign parent holds 10% or more of the voting interest in an operating company 

indirectly through the U.S. private fund. 

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-10-20/pdf/2016-25208.pdf
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This rule would remove BEA reporting requirements (and potentially shift the reporting to the TIC reports) 

for foreign investment in U.S. private funds that only invest in other private funds or holding companies, or 

that only make investments with less than a 10% voting interest in an operating company.  This change 

will primarily benefit U.S. hedge funds that only acquire less than a 10% voting interest in operating 

companies, and U.S. private equity funds that invest exclusively in other private funds or those that hold 

less than a 10% voting interest in operating companies (including limited partner interests).  The change 

will not affect BEA reporting of investments, directly or indirectly, of 10% or more of the voting interest in 

any operating companies through a private fund.   

BEA’s final rule is substantively the same as the policy it proposed in April (on which we previously 

reported), with one clarification.  That is, the 10% threshold applies to voting interest held by the foreign 

parent in an operating company through the U.S. private fund, rather than separate 10% thresholds 

applying at each stage. 

BEA also proposed earlier this year that the same private fund reporting methodology would apply to its 

quarterly, annual, and benchmark outbound investment surveys (BE-10, BE-11, and BE-577) beginning in 

2017.  It has not published any rule or further guidance changing that plan. 

BE-13 Survey Changes 

BEA’s final rule also makes certain changes to the BE-13 survey format and reporting requirements.  

Below is a summary of the changes: 

 Forms BE-13A (acquisition of a U.S. business that remains a separate entity) and BE-13C 

(acquisition of a U.S. business that is merged with an affiliate) will be combined on Form BE-13A, 

and Form BE-13C will be discontinued. 

 Form BE-13B (establishment of a new U.S. business) will no longer be required when the U.S. 

business is established to facilitate an acquisition within 30 days (which is reported on Form BE-

13A).  We note that some reporters had already been taking this approach when a new entity is 

established as an acquisition vehicle as part of the single transaction close in time. 

 Certain questions on acquisition/establishment costs and existing U.S. affiliates will be modified 

to simplify the forms and focus on the specific information required by BEA.  

Conclusion 

This final rule may potentially decrease the BEA reporting burden on certain private funds, especially 

hedge funds.  While portfolio investments may need to be reported on TIC forms instead, many asset 

managers already file both BEA surveys and TIC forms.  Since BEA’s foreign investment surveys have 

broad application, many private funds will still have to file multiple BEA surveys.  However, given the 

recent proliferation of BEA reporting requirements, it is worthwhile for private funds to consider whether 

this proposed reporting change may apply to their operations. 

If you have any questions regarding the BEA surveys or how they may affect your business, please reach 

out to the contacts listed below. 

* * * 

http://www.friedfrank.com/siteFiles/Publications/FINAL-4-25-2016%20BEA%20Proposes%20Change%20to%20Foreign%20Investment%20Reporting%20Requirements%20for%20Private%20Funds.pdf
http://www.friedfrank.com/siteFiles/Publications/FINAL-4-25-2016%20BEA%20Proposes%20Change%20to%20Foreign%20Investment%20Reporting%20Requirements%20for%20Private%20Funds.pdf
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This alert is not intended to provide legal advice, and no legal or business decision should be based on its 

content. If you have any questions about the contents of this alert, please call your regular Fried Frank 

contact or the attorneys listed below: 

Contacts:  

Washington, D.C. 

Michael T. Gershberg +1.202.639.7085 michael.gershberg@friedfrank.com 

London 

Dr. Tobias Caspary +44.20.7972.9618 tobias.caspary@friedfrank.com  

Fried Frank’s International Trade and Investment Group regularly represents clients in international 

mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures, principal investments, and sensitive corporate investigations, 

particularly in relation to matters that implicate the U.S. government's regulation of international business 

activities, such as the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), economic 

sanctions, export controls, and anti-corruption and anti-bribery.  

For decades, our international trade and investment practitioners have been consistently recognized for 

their legal and policy-based contributions. Today, our practice is unique among its kind: it draws upon the 

Firm’s long tradition of senior U.S. government and diplomatic service, combines policy insight with deep 

technical expertise and business judgment, is fully integrated with Fried Frank’s preeminent Corporate 

and Litigation Practices, and is international in its outlook, experience, network reach and reputation. 
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